WEST LIBERTY, IA

When the West Liberty Fire Department
needed an efficient apparatus with
maximized storage capability, they knew a
Toyne PRV was the best choice. Designed
for superior storage, maneuverability and
control, this PRV outputs 1,500 gallons
of water per minute, making it a robust
firefighting force.

CINCINNATUS, NY

The Cincinnatus Fire District called on
Toyne for a strong and agile apparatus,
and this PRV delivered. Loaded with a
2,000 gallon-per-minute pump, generator,
foam system and more, this apparatus is
built to battle any fire it encounters.

ROTTERDAM, NY

This Toyne PRV brought added efficiency
and control to the fleet of Rotterdam Fire
District No. 7, with a design that fits the
department’s unique needs. With the
strength of a Spartan Metro Star chassis
and the maneuverability offered by a
tight turning radius, this apparatus is
crafted to be first on the scene, ready for
any situation with its 1000-gallon tank
and powerful pump.

AU T H O R IZ ED

D EA LER

Built to take the call.
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TOYNE TAILORED
STORAGE
TM

Body storage provides the perfect place to
stow the tools you need. Toyne pumpers
feature space in the rear of the apparatus or
on a hydraulic rack, for hard suction, ladder
and pike pole storage in a convenient
location that ensures an efficient response.

MULTIPLE PUMP
PANEL STYLES

Necessity meets efficiency. The pump
panel is an integral feature of your
apparatus, but it doesn’t mean you
have to sacrifice on storage. Our
Toyne Tailored enclosed pump panel
takes up less space and allows you to
choose your panel location. Available
as a ‘slide out and down,’ slide out
tool board, permanently mounted
in a compartment or the cab, or a
stationary panel with electric or manual
controls, your pump panel keeps the
controls at hand while maximizing
additional storage options.

First out the door. First on the scene. Engineered to handle the work of two apparatus, the Toyne
Priority Response Vehicle (PRV) is built for the specific needs of your fire department. Featuring
an enclosed pump panel available in four styles: ‘slide out and down,’ slide out tool board,
permanently mounted in a compartment or the cab, or a stationary panel with electric or manual
controls—your department can choose the panel location, which maximizes efficiency, takes up
less space and puts your team in control.
Quality comes standard. Our team works alongside industry-trusted manufacturers to provide
you with options that are the best fit for your department. From customized chassis and pump
mountings, to lighting and electrical systems, your Toyne PRV is outfitted for the harsh elements
you encounter while on the call. Backed by one of the industry’s strongest warranty packages,
you can be confident that your Toyne PRV is built to take the call.

Built to be tough.
Built to be trusted.
Built to take the call.
STOKES
BASKET
STORAGE

BACK BOARD STORAGE

FRONT BUMPER
ARRANGEMENT

THE TOYNE PROMISE

Confidence comes from knowing that
when it is time to react, the features you
need are at your fingertips. A variety of front
bumper configurations help get you quickly
in a position to take on the toughest of fires.

When you call on Toyne to build your truck, you call on an entire team of professionals who understand what is important
to you. We don’t do mass production. Your name is on the first piece of metal brought in to build your truck, and it is put
together, piece-by-piece, to your exact specifications. But, we don’t stop there. Toyne will stand behind your custom-built
apparatus and your department with one of the strongest warranty packages in the industry.

MAX STORAGE
Toyne Apparatus are not one-sizefits-all. Every department’s needs are
unique and because each Pumper is
stall-built, we can customize your wheel
cowls to hold SCBA cylinders, wheel
chocks, fire extinguishers and roll-out
floor dry compartments. Toyne Tailored
Storage maximizes space and keeps you
prepared for anything, with the tools
you need, right where you need them.

COFFIN
COMPARTMENTS
Being prepared means always
having the right tools to tackle
any task. Intuitively designed
upper side extensions with
coffin compartments provide
additional storage capacity and
put more gear within reach.

Born and bred in the heartland of our great country, Toyne is PROUDLY 100% AMERICAN OWNED and operated. We use only the best material to create our Toyne Tailored
Apparatus, and are proud to assemble trucks in the town where our company was founded over 75 years ago. Red, white and blue, Toyne stands for quality through and through.

CUSTOM STORAGE
COMPARTMENTS
Every department’s needs are unique
and because each Toyne PRV is stallbuilt, we can customize your storage
options to include toolboards, slide
out, tip down,and transverse trays,
full-depth compartments, as well
as adjustable shelving, giving your
team the right tools for the job at a
moment’s notice.
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INDIVIDUAL
CROSSLAYS

INTAKE/
DISCHARGE
PANEL
The side intake/
discharge panel can
be fully enclosed
behind a roll-up
door or left open.
This customization
allows Toyne to craft
an apparatus that
works best for your
department, helping
you respond quickly
to any call.

